This four-year, 6 mil film is the ideal choice as an outside layer, and the perfect partner with
Green-Tek’s IR/AC Film on the inside.
Introducing Solar-Ice from Green-Tek, a new-generation four-year film that will lower greenhouse temperatures in the daytime heat. Solar-Ice is the first greenhouse film that improves growing conditions by using controlled diffusion to influence
the light reaching the plant.
Solar-Ice is a highly diffusing film. It’s designed to make more light available to plants by increasing the amount of diffused
light to close to the maximum, while reducing short wave infra-red radiation and enhancing useful light in the PAR range.
This leads to healthy, bushy plants while reducing greenhouse temperatures. What’s more, there’s less risk of plants
scorching, while achieving an optimum rate of photosynthesis. Solar-Ice creates higher yields and stronger-than-normal
root systems, making it a compelling choice for ornamental plants, nursery stock and tomatoes.
Greenhouse owners have long contended with the loss of heat from greenhouses during the night and at times of cool
weather. That’s why Solar-Ice’s high level of thermicity is so important. Research conducted in Europe shows that, in
greenhouses covered with Solar-Ice, the total solar heat load was reduced by over 20%, without any significant decrease
in PAR light. Your workers and customers will enjoy this more comfortable environment and you can expect this will be
reflected in productivity, too.

• lowers greenhouse temperature as much as 9 degrees compared to outside
(during summer heat-build season)
• produces higher-yielding plants with stronger than normal root systems
• less demand for watering
• inhibits fungus spore development
• inhibits insect propagation
• comfortable working conditions for workers and customers
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Solar-Ice
Solar-Ice at a glance
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four-year, 6 mil greenhouse film
high light transmission
excellent thermic properties
effective light diffusion
excellent top layer combined with Green-Tek’s IR/AC Film
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From advice on initial film choices and installation, right through to handling any performance concerns, Green-Tek
provides satisfaction and peace of mind.
• S
 olar-Ice is available in stock widths of 14', 16', 18', 21', 24' (Tubes), and 28', 32', 36', 42', 48' (Sheets). Lengths
are custom cut to order with Green-Tek’s standard quick ship, made to order service.
• G
 reen-Tek films are backed by the strongest non-prorated warranty for manufacturing defects in the industry.
Product replacement warranties against defects provide peace of mind. You can concentrate on your growing
business, confident that your choice of film won’t expose you to extra film purchase costs in case of a problem.
• C
 ontact your Green-Tek representative today to learn how you can save on freight when you combine your SolarIce order with other Green-Tek greenhouse covering products!

The information, recommendations and data contained herein are believed to be accurate and reliable. However, no warranties
of any kind, or guarantee or representation are made as to the accuracy, completeness or suitability thereof for any specific
purpose, and Green-Tek makes no warranty or results to be obtained thereby or that such use will not infringe any patent; and
it is expressly understood that Green-Tek shall not be deemed or held liable upon any representation, recommendation or data
herein. Solar-Ice used with permission from AT Films Inc.

